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A mathematical theory of civilizations is described that is based on the analysis
of Toynbee and others. A detailed successful comparison is made with historical
events for all known civilizations.  We quantitatively describe: its application to
sequences of affiliated civilizations, the effects of catastrophes on civilizations,
the interaction of barbarians and civilizations, the interaction of two
civilizations, and the impact of technology on civilizations. We suggest the
existence of 15 previously unidentified civilizations. Defining progress
mathematically, as a sum over the world’s civilizations, we show that progress
has been increasing linearly with time over the past 5,500 years.
                                                
















There have been numerous attempts to develop a theory of history that would
make some sense of the seemingly random events of history.  Toynbee1 and others2 have
examined 6,000 years of history and concluded that the course of history should be
viewed in terms of civilizations. Civilizations appear to have a common structure of
growth and decline that Toynbee characterized as a “three and a half beat pattern.” This
roughly 1,000 year pattern consists of a growth phase that ends in a breakdown (usually a
major conflict). The breakdown begins a disintegration phase with peaks and valleys
(“rallies” and “routs”) following a regular pattern with 400 years spent in a time of
troubles phase followed by 400 years in a universal state (Fig. 1). The rallies of a
civilization progressively decrease in amplitude as it disintegrates.  Hellenic civilization
is a familiar example with a breakdown (the Peloponnesian War) in 431 BC, followed by
a time of troubles until 31 BC when Augustus established the Roman Empire—a
universal state that ended with Rome’s conquest in 378 AD.
The work of Toynbee and others was entirely qualitative. Based on their
observations we have developed a quantitative theory of civilizations that appears to
match historical events in detail for all civilizations. The theory is formulated within a
Newtonian dynamical framework. Its approach is similar in spirit to that of Lewis F.
Richardson’s theory of arms races and wars.3
We assume that a civilization can be described by two variables: its societal level
S and the change in its societal level C. The definition of the societal level of a
civilization is necessarily imprecise. We will define the societal level S to be the “health”
of a civilization in terms of its political and social institutions, social cohesion, ability to
solve problems, capacity for technological innovation, flexibility in finding solutions, and
enterprise in meeting challenges. The societal level is also a measure of the inner
development and inner state of mind (the psyche) of the people of a civilization. It is a
measure of the “rise and fall” of civilizations of which historians speak.
3Fig. 1. The pattern of the routs and rallies of a civilization.
The societal level of a civilization is revealed by historical events, and social
conditions. They reflect the societal level in the sense that they are the symptoms that
measure its state just as a doctor measures the health of a patient by a patient’s
symptoms. Historical events are the symptoms of the “health” (societal level) of a
civilization.
The variable C is the time rate of change of the societal level:
C = dS/dt (1)
As a result the societal level is:
t
   S  =   ∫ dt' C(t') (2)
            0
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4When we discuss civilizations we often speak of the forces affecting a civilization:
internal  forces (primarily social), and external forces (barbarians, environment, and so
on). These forces “move” a civilization in one direction or another. With this thought in
mind we have constructed a preliminary theory of civilizations using Newton’s law:
F = mA (3)
where F is the total force on a civilization, m is its “mass”, and A is its “acceleration”
(which is related to its societal growth). We assume the acceleration A = C′′, the second
time derivative of C.
The Standard Pattern of Civilizations
For most of Mankind’s existence societies have been static with S = C = 0.
Civilizations are dynamic societies that first appeared about 6,000 years ago. They grow
and change, and have been observed to have a 3.5 beat pattern of disintegration. It is
reasonable to assume that this pattern is inherent in civilizations and not the result of
external forces. Toynbee suggests this point when he refers to the ‘Laws of Nature’. So
we separate the force on a civilization into an internal force Fint and an external force Fext,
and assume that a 3.5 beat pattern is generated by internal forces.
F  =  Fint  +  Fext (4)
When we consider change in society we notice that there is often resistance to
change. Resistance takes two forms: a resistance to the increasing rate of change, and a
resistance to the total change. We express these socio-psychological concepts as forces:
Fint  = F0 =  – rC′  – sC (5)
(F0 is introduced for later use.) In the absence of external forces Newton’s law (eqn. (3))
becomes the equation of a damped harmonic oscillator:
mC′′ + rC′ + sC =0 (6)
The solution can be taken to be
5C = c1e–atsin(bt) (7)
with the societal level:
     S(t, r) =  c1[b – e–at(a sin(bt) + b cos(bt))]/(a2 + b2) (8)
where a, b, c1, and c2 are constants, t is the time since the civilization’s beginning, and
a = r/(2m) (9)
b = √s/m  – r2/(4m2) (10)
Both C and S are zero at the beginning of the civilization. S approaches a constant value
representing the cumulative effects of the civilization as t gets large:
S(t, r) →  c1b/(a2 + b2) (11)
Although a civilization may disintegrate, parts of its social structure and culture generally
survive.
The constants a, b, and c1 remain to be determined. Since we are unable to
experimentally measure the absolute value of S we set c1 equal to 1. The relative values
of S during the history of a civilization can be compared to historical events and thus
provide copious “experimental” tests of the theory.
Fig. 1 reveals three oscillations within an 800 year interval implying a period T
of approximately 267 years. Since bT = 2π we find b = .0235 for all known civilizations. 
The determination of the parameter a is more problematic. It specifies the decline
in S associated with the disintegration of a civilization. The ratio of successive
maximums of S is eaT ≡ ed using d = aT  =  rT/(2m). It sets the number of significant
peaks during the civilization’s disintegration. A value of d of approximately .75 (thus a =
0.00281)  produces the observed 3.5 beat pattern. We will call the S curve with these
parameter values the Standard S curve. The equation for the Standard S curve is
approximately:
S(t) =  [1 – e–.00281t (.12sin(.0235t) + cos(.0235t))]/.0235   (12)
6with time measured in years.
Theory Compared to History
We now compare the standard solution (eqn. (12)) of the theory with various
civilizations. Historical events are the symptoms of routs and rallies just as chills and
fevers are the symptoms of a cold. For Hellenic civilization (565 BC to 378 AD),
Egyptaic civilization (2557 BC to 1600 BC) and Sinic civilization we find a close match
between the Standard S curve and the events of these civilizations. The Hellenic case is
depicted in Fig. 2. The Sinic case is depicted in Fig. 3, as part of an extended theory
presented later.
7Fig. 2.  Plot of SHellenic(t) showing the correlation between the shape of the curve and
historical events in Hellenic civilization.
For each civilization we use the date of the breakdown to set the time scale. For
example, in the case of Hellenic civilization, we assume the Hellenic breakdown at 431
BC corresponds to the breakdown point in the year 133.5 embodied in eqn. (12). Thus the








































Societal Level S Fifty Times Change  50*C
           Startup  431 BC     Time of  Troubles        31 BC         Universal State           378 AD
                                  Plato                 Rome conquers Greece 
                                        Alexander                    Augustan                                               Visigoth
                                        The Great                     Age Begins                                         Conquest
              Peloponnesian                      Alexander's           Antonines    Diocletian             of  Rome
              War Starts                            Successor  
                                                           States                                                                                
                                                                               
     550 BC Sparta creates Peloponnesian League
   546 BC Pisistratus ends strife in Athens
 510 BC Athens joins Peloponnesian League: A united Greece (except Argos) 
              Age of Pericles                           Universal State
Greatest                                                   Start         End 
Growth Rate          Breakdown                                                    
8                 SHellenic(t) = S(t + 564.5)
                 SEgyptaic(t) = S(t + 2557.5)                    (13)
                 SSinic(t) = S(t + 767.5)
with S(t) being the standard curve for S given in eqn. (12). “BC” years are treated
uniformly as negative numbers throughout.
We have applied our theory to these civilizations:
• Mayan – a standard S curve with an initial startup in 223 BC, and continuing
to 2447 AD based on a continuing culture with a Western overlay up to the
present.
• Andean – a standard S curve with a startup in 912 AD and continuing to
2447 AD based on a continuing culture with a Western overlay up to until
the present.
• Minoan – a standard S curve with a startup in 2424 BC and a cutoff to zero in
757 BC.
• Sumeric-Babylonian – a standard S curve with a startup in 2824 BC and a
cutoff to zero in 156 BC.
• Hittite - a standard S curve with a startup in 1556 BC and a cutoff to zero in
1088 BC.
The success of the matches between the Standard theory, and the extended theory
that we consider later, for all known civilizations suggest the theory is based on the long-
term social nature of mankind.
The Initial Growth Spurt of Civilizations – the Startup Phase
An interesting feature of the Standard S curve is the 133.5 year growth phase
before the breakdown point. We call this interval the startup phase. Remarkably we find
the Age of the Great Pyramids in the startup phase in Egyptiac civilization. In Sinic
civilization we find the first great canal, the Hung Kou (Big Ditch) Canal as well as
major developments in literature and the arts in its startup phase. In Hellenic civilization
we find the unification of Greece in the Peloponnesian League, the development of the
Athenian economy (cash crops and international commerce), and the end to Athenian
9civil strife by Pisistratus in its startup phase. Thus our theory accounts for the “hundred
year” growth spurts seen at the takeoff points of most civilizations.
We note in passing that Toynbee states that he cannot see a pattern in the growth
phase of a civilization (unlike the disintegration phase where he discerns a 3.5 beat
pattern). We suggest the shortness of the growth phase is the source of his difficulty.
Toynbee thought the growth phase lasted for centuries when in actuality it is only 134
years. The years prior to a startup phase contain the random movements of a previous
society with little or no net growth, and thus no discernible structure.
Arrested Civilizations
In some cases the severity of an environment absorbs all the energies of a
growing civilization causing its growth to end and producing a static society called an
arrested civilization. Some examples are the Eskimo, the Nomad, and the Polynesian
civilizations.
Arrested civilizations can be accommodated in our theory of civilizations if the
constant r specifying the resistance to an increasing rate of change becomes large (eqns.
(8) and (9)). The resistance r in this case reflects the effect of the environment in
retarding growth.  The resistance r is related to the parameter d = aT through eqn. (9). If
we set d to a large value such as 5 we can obtain a curve for the societal level with the
features expected of an arrested civilization: an initial growth spurt to adapt to a harsh
environment followed by a static period of no change – a petrified state of civilization.
Theory of Successive Civilizations
 Many civilizations were followed by successor civilizations, called affiliated
civilizations, in the same geographic area that contains the descendants of the populations
of the earlier civilizations. It is reasonable to expect continuity between affiliated
civilizations if indeed the general development of civilizations depends on the internal
characteristics of the populace. Therefore we have extended our theory to encompass
both civilizations and their successor civilizations. The sequences of affiliated
civilizations that we have examined are:
• Egyptaic and its New Kingdom revival/successor
• Sinic and Far Eastern (China)
• Japanese civilizations from 58 BC to the present
• Hellenic and Western
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• Hellenic and Orthodox Christian (main body)
• Hellenic and Orthodox Christian (Russian branch)
• Syriac and Arab Islamic
• Syriac and Iranian Islamic
• Indic and Hindu
Our analysis has suggested the following framework of rules for the extended theory of
affiliated civilizations:
1. The period T for each civilization is 267 years. (b = .0235)
2. d = .75 for all civilizations except petrified civilizations where d = 5.
3. The initial startup times are set by the historical events of the civilizations
since the events producing a startup are often external and unpredictable. The
initial startup date at the beginning of a first generation civilization is usually set
by the breakdown date: the startup is 133.5 years before the breakdown. The
breakdown is followed by a time of troubles which in turn is followed by a
universal state.
4. A successor civilization can start after an interregnum following the
disintegration of a civilization, or as the result of a major event causing a rebirth
of the civilization in a new form.
5. These subsequent startups in a civilization or its successor civilization are set
by historical events. If a foreign conquest takes place, the ensuing startup is at the
point where the conqueror is expelled. If the startup is the result of an external
force (such as a foreign conquest) the civilization reacts by creating a universal
state followed by a time of troubles.
If the startup is the result of an internal force (event) such as social
disorder then the startup is normally followed by a breakdown (133.5 years later),
a time of troubles, and then a universal state.
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6. It appears that startups can be well approximated by a Dirac delta-function
force in the dynamical approach that we have developed for determining the
societal level as a function of time. The “coupling constant” g (seen later) setting
the strength of the force appears to have the value 0.2 in all cases. In some cases
an external conquest can result in the successor civilization entering a petrified
state (Egyptaic after the Hyksos and China after the Mongols) which we specify
with a change in resistance at the startup point bringing the resistance up to the
equivalent of d = 5.
While it is impossible within the framework of this article to describe the historical
picture associated with each sequence of affiliated civilizations, we can see the success of
the theory in comparison with historic events in Figs. 2 through 13. Plots of the societal
level for the other sequences of affiliated civilizations in comparison with historical
events are similarly successful as shown later.4
Fig. 3 shows the S curve (and fifty times the change C) of affiliated Chinese
civilizations using three startups: an initial startup in 768 BC (based on a breakdown in
634 BC), a startup in 172 AD provoked by the social chaos following the collapse of the
Later Han Dynasty, and a startup in 1368 AD generated by the reaction to the
Mongol Conquest (that included a transition to a petrified civilization and begins
with a universal state in accordance with rule 5). The force is:
FChina =  F0 – 5.67rC′θ(t – 1368) + f1 δ(t – 172) + f2 δ(t – 878) +  f3 δ(t – 1368)  (14)
where f1, f2 and f3 are constants, and F0 is given by eqn. (5). The resulting societal level
is:
SChina = S(t + 768, r) + g1 θ(t – 172)S(t – 172, r) +  g2 θ(t – 878)S(t – 878, r) +
                                              + g3 θ(t – 1368) S(t – 1368, 6.67r)
(15)
where S(t, r) is specified by eqn. (11), r is specified by d = .75,  θ(t) is the step function,
and
gi = fi/mb (16)
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for i = 1, 2, 3. The value of the constants: f1, f2 and f3 (and thus g1, g2 and g3) are set by g1
= g2 = g3 = 0.2 using rule 6. The plot of SChina in Fig. 3 shows a close correlation between
the shape of the curve and significant events in Chinese history.
Hellenic civilization is the parent of Western civilization. We can specify the
dynamics of these affiliated civilizations with an initial startup at 565 BC based on a
breakdown in 431 BC; a second startup in 717 AD when Pepin the Short (father of
Charlemagne) became King of the Franks marking the ending of the Dark Ages in
Europe; and a third startup in 1781 due to the social explosion created by the French
Enlightenment, the successes of the American Revolution, the French Revolution (that
followed shortly thereafter) and the Industrial Revolution. (A breakdown occurred 134
years later in 1914—World War I.) The force is:
Ftot =  F0 + f1 δ(t – 717) + f2 δ(t – 1781) (17)
where f1, and f2 are constants, and the societal level is:
SWest = S(t + 565) + g1 θ(t – 717) S(t – 717)  + g2 θ(t – 1781)S(t – 1781)
(18)
where S(t) is the societal curve (eqn. (12)) and where g1 = f1/mb = g2 = f2/mb = 0.2 by
rule 6.
The plot of SWest in Fig. 4 shows a close correlation between the shape of the curve and
significant events in Hellenic and Western civilization.
We have applied the theoretical approach described herein to the other sequences
of affiliated civilizations with similar success in matching the societal curves with the
patterns of events in these civilizations: Egyptaic and its New Kingdom
revival/successor, Japanese civilizations from 58 BC to the present, Hellenic and
Orthodox Christian (main body), Hellenic and Orthodox Christian (Russian branch),
Syriac and Arab Islamic, Syriac and Iranian Islamic, and Indic and Hindu civilizations.
These curves and the matching historical events are plotted in Figs. 5 through 11.4 The
equations and historical analysis behind these figures can be found in Ref. 4.
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The figures displayed in the following pages show all of the known civilizations
of mankind outside of the Americas and sub-Saharan Africa. There is a lack of historical
detail for American and sub-Saharan civilizations.
Fig. 3. The SChina curve of the sequence of affiliated Chinese civilizations compared to
historical events.

































Greatest Grow th               Ch'in, Han & Later Han      Sui & Tang     Ming Dynasty  Manchu Empire
 Hung Kou Canal   Breakdow n   Universal States     Universal State         Universal States
 Literature, etc.                           Start          End       Start         End   Start     End     Start        End
                    Time of          Universal       Time of      Universal   Time of                  Universal
                    Troubles        State             Troubles       State       Troubles                 States
           634BC            221BC         172AD           589           878             1280 1368    1644   1853
       Startup                                Startup                      Startup             Startup  Petrif ied 
 Eastern    Period of                  Han     Later Han       Chou   
 Chou        Warring States         Peak    Begins           Usurpation             Mongol
 Begins                         Grow th:                             Northern Wei              Empire
                                     Commerce, etc.             Han 
       Wars &                                                        Collapse         Sung Dynasty
      Confucius                                                                              960-1279




Fig. 4. The SWest curve of the sequence of affiliated Hellenic and Western civilizations
compared to historical events.





































                 Peloponnesian                                                                                             World War I
                 War                  Roman Empire                               Republica Christiana      Breakdow n 
                 Breakdow n      Universal State                             Universal State       
                                          Start          End                             Start        End                    Decline of
  Greatest                                                           Carolingian                          Peace of      Western
  Grow th                    Antonines     Diocletian       Collapse                           Westphalia   Culture
                     Time of       Universal      Inter-          Time of      Universal   Inter-    Time of     Univ.
                     Troubles     State            regnum       Troubles     State        reg-      Troubles  State
                                                                                Feudalism                   num
               431BC     31BC          378AD              850            1250         1650    1914           2314
                                                                    717                                          1781
           Startup    Alexander                      Pepin     Charlemagne           American     Industrial
   Greek unif ication           Successor        The Short                              Revolution    Revolution 
   In Peloponnesian           States of           Startup                     1517     Startup    
   League                          Alexander                                           Martin Luther    
                                                        Visigoth                       Revival
                                                        Conquest                     Economic, Political
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Egyptaic civilization (2555 BC to 1660 BC) with general theory of





























































Societal Level S Fifty Times Change  50*C
           Startup  2424    Time of  Troubles      2070       Universal State           1660
                                                                                    Middle Kingdom
            Disasters                                              7th & 8th Dynasty Disorders, invasions
            at end of  5th Dynasty     Financial    Pepi II                                        Hyksos Conquest
                                                    Problems &          
                                                    Nobles Rebellious             12th Dynasty
  Great Pyramid of  Khufu                                                      Golden A ge
                                                                                               
Building the Great Pyramids
Greatest                                                   Universal State
Growth                                                     Start         End 
Rate          Breakdown                                                    
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Fig. 6.  Early Japanese civilization and Far Eastern (Japan) civilization.









































                             Time of          Universal      Inter-              Time of          Universal State     
                             Troubles        State           regnum            Troubles                  
                    76                  476                   876   1048   1180               1597         1868   2002
          Startup                                                       Startup       w ars                       Startup  
Japanese         Emperor                Prince                   Minamoto      Widespread
migrate to         Nintoku                 Shotoku                Yoritomo        Farmers'       Meiji Restoration
Japan:              Good Emperor                  Taika         beats Taira    Revolts         Westernization   
Yayoi Culture   313-399                            Reforms                                             USA Opens Japan
250BC - 250AD          Bad Emperors:                                                       
                                  Yuryaku 456-479       Fujiw ara                              Tokugaw a Shogunate
                                  Buretsu 498-506        Dominance 
                        Clan      Universal State                                                   Universal State  
                        Period   Start          End      Fujiw ara-Minamoto               Start          End?
 Breakdow n?                                                     Alliance         Ashikaga         
                                                                                                Shogunate   
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Fig. 7. The pattern of Syraic, Palestinic, and Arab Islamic civilizations.










































   Solomon’s Empire  Achaemenian      Persian                  Arab Caliphate     Ottoman Empire
        Dissolved         Universal State    Defeats of Rome   Universal State     Universal State
       Breakdow n       Start          End     Breakdow n           Start           End     Start         End
                   Assyrian                     Maccabees   Mohammed
                   Empire                         Revolt
                  Time of     Univ.  Interreg-         Time of       Univ.     Inter-        Universal    Start of
                  Troubles  State  num                Troubles     State     reg-         State        Pan-Islamic
                                                                                                   num                         Movement
             937BC      525   332          107AD 240       640       969     1239  1372     1774 
       Startup                                      Startup                                 Startup
                    Wars    Anarchy                             Roman     Justinian I             Petrif ied
                    Israel               Jew ish Revolts       Decline;    Victorious           Beginning of
                   Syria                Romano-Jew ish      Barbarian           Mongol      Osmanli
                   Assyrians        Wars                       Invasions           Invasions  Conquests
                   Aramaeans                            Roman Annexations:Arabia Petraea, Mesopotamia
?
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Fig. 8. The pattern of Syraic, Iranic, and Iranian Islamic civilizations.










































   Solomon’s Empire  Achaemenian     Seleucid  Parthian     Sasanian  Turk & Mongol Invasions
        Dissolved         Universal State   Empire     Empire   Universal State             Beginning of
       Breakdow n       Start          End                                 Start          End             Qajar Dynasty
                   Assyrian                                               Arab          Ghuzz          Weak    Safavid
                   Empire                                                  Caliphate    Empire          Shahs    Decline
                  Time of      Univ.        Time of      Universal        Time of      Inter-        Universal   
                  Troubles  State        Troubles      State            Troubles  reg-           State
                                                                                                           num                
             937BC      525   332  182          224 AD     641   780       1172 1405 1531 Oil Pow er &
       Startup                   Startup                            Startup               Startup   Modernization
                    Wars    Anarchy                                             Turkic      Shah Ismail I Founder
                    Israel                              Arab                         Tribes      of  Persian Nation
                    Syria                              Conquest                  Conquests   
                   Assyrians                           Weak Dynasties    Kw arizm-shah    Russian, Turk &
                   Aramaeans                         Turkish inroads     & A la ud-din        British Invasions
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Fig. 9. The pattern of Indic, Early Hindic, and Hindu civilizations.





































                  Mauryon, Sunga, Kanga Dynasties    Gupta Empire       Mughal Empire      British
                  Universal State (322 - 28BC)              Universal State    Universal States   India
                  Start          End   Satakarni-Pulamayi   Start           End    Start          End
                                                   Prosperity            390            475    1572        1707
                 Breakdow n
         Vedas
                           Buddha                                                  Ibn Tughluq    Tamerlane
                   Time of        Universal          Universal    Time of               Time of       Universal
                   Troubles      States               State          Troubles             Troubles     States
             -722           -322              80   210            611           1011  1175         1572           1947 
      Startup                                 Startup                                 Startup                     
                     Magadha         Andhras       Gupta Golden Age                      New          Muslim
                     Kingdom          Empire         Chandra Gupta II      Chalukyas    Chalukyas  Victory
c. 850 BC      grow ing   (185BC-195AD)                                   Empire         Empire       Taraori
w ar in                                                                                         543-757      975-1189    1192
Mahabharata               Invasions: (185BC - 1st Century AD)       Muslim Rule ended;
Epic                   Bactria Greeks, Sakas, Parthians, Kushans      Vijayanagar Empire
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Fig. 10. Hellenic, Byzantine, and Orthodox Christian (main body) civilizations.











































                 Peloponnesian                                                              
                 War                  Roman Empire      Eastern Roman Empire            Ottoman Empire          
                 Breakdow n      Universal State    Start 324               End 1453    Start           End          
                                          Start          End                             
  Greatest                                                              Successes               Great Successes
  Grow th                    Antonines     Diocletian       of Constantine V      against Muslims
                        Time of           Universal                                            Time of          Universal
                        Troubles         State                                                  Troubles        State
                431BC            31BC            364 AD                   843  977                  1372            1768 
                                                                                                                      End of Byzantine
           Startup    Alexander          Startup                     Startup         Control of Asia Minor  
   Greek unif ication           Successor   Visigoth    Justinian I       Revival        Imperial Decline
   In Peloponnesian           States of      Conquest                  Under Michael III
   League                          Alexander    of Rome        Defeat of                                  
                                                              378 AD        Muslims at                Latin capture of
                                                                                  Constantinople         Constantinople 1204;
                                                                                   678 AD                    Recaptured 1261
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Fig. 11. Pattern of Hellenic, Byzantine, and Orthodox Christian (Russian) civilization.































                 Peloponnesian                                                              
                 War                  Roman Empire      Eastern Roman Empire            Muscovite Empire       
                 Breakdow n      Universal State    Start 324               End 1453    Start           End          
                                          Start          End              Novgorod Prosperity
  Greatest                                                              Successes           Vladimir of Kiev       
  Grow th                    Antonines     Diocletian       of Constantine V   becomes Christian  
                        Time of           Universal                                            Time of          Universal
                        Troubles         State                                                  Troubles        State
              431BC             31BC            364AD                     941  1075               1478            1881  
                                                                                                               Kiev sacked      
           Startup    Alexander          Startup               Startup   Byzantine                  Ivan the
   Greek unif ication           Successor   Visigoth    Justinian I     Success against       Terrible
   In Peloponnesian           States of      Conquest                      Russians & Bulgars   Expansion
   League                          Alexander    of Rome        Defeat of                                  
                                                              378 AD        Muslims at                        Peter the Great
                                                                                  Constantinople                 Western ideas 
                                                                                   678 AD                    
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New Civilizations
In applying the theory of the standard societal S curve to sequences of affiliated
civilizations we found evidence that many of the gaps and interregnums between
previously identified civilizations could be viewed as containing civilizations based on
the patterns of events in these time intervals. We also found suggestive evidence for
prehistoric civilizations in Egypt, China and Japan. Lastly, the major impact of
technology in the past 200 years has led us to suggest that we are seeing the beginning of
new technological civilizations. Consequently we found the following sequences of
affiliated civilizations with 15 newly identified civilizations (i.e. those not listed by
Toynbee) marked NEW:
Egyptian civilizations:
3691 BC – 2757 BC Nile River (NEW)
2557 BC – 500 AD Egyptaic
Hellenic-Western civilizations:
565 BC – 378 AD  Hellenic civilization
717 AD – 1650 AD Western civilization
1781 AD – 2715? AD Technic civilization (NEW)
Hellenic-Orthodox Christian (main body) civilizations:
565 BC – 378 AD  Hellenic civilization
364 AD – 840 AD Byzantine civilization (NEW)
840 AD – 1768 AD Orthodox Christian (main body)
Hellenic-Orthodox Christian (Russian) civilizations:
565 BC – 378 AD  Hellenic civilization
364 AD – 840 AD Byzantine civilization (NEW)
941 AD – 1881 AD Orthodox Christian (Russian)
1917 AD – 2851? AD RussoTechnic (NEW)
Syraic-Palestinian civilizations:
1060 BC – 332 BC Syraic civilization
107 AD – 969 AD Palestinic civilization (NEW)
1209 AD – 2172? AD Arab Islamic civilization
1950 AD – 2884? AD PetroIslamic civilization (NEW)
Syraic-Iranian civilizations:
1060 BC – 332 BC Syraic civilization
312 BC – 641 AD  Iranic civilization (NEW)
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641 AD – present Iranian Islamic (with interregnum)
1950 AD – 2884? AD PetroIslamic civilization (NEW)
Indian civilizations:
855 BC – 80 AD Indic civilization
80 AD – 1011 AD Early Hindic civilization (NEW)
1011 AD – 1947 AD Hindu civilization
1950 AD – 2884? AD IndoTechnic (NEW)
Chinese civilizations:
2057 BC – 1123 BC Yellow River (NEW)
768 BC – 172 AD Sinic
172 AD – 878 AD New Sinic (NEW)
878 AD – 1853 AD Far Eastern (main body)
1950 AD – 2884? AD SinoTechnic (NEW)
Japanese civilizations:
58 BC – 876 AD Early Japanese (NEW)
1048 AD – 1868 AD Far Eastern (Japan)
1868 AD – 2802? AD JapoTechnic (NEW)
Origin of the 267 Year Periodic Oscillations
The 267 year period which seems to be a general feature of civilizations is
remarkable for several reasons. First, if it is universal for all civilizations it must be an
inherent feature of civilizations and not the result of external events. Secondly, it must
reflect a long-term feature of the social makeup of mankind.
This long-term social feature may be a consequence of the observation that it
takes four generations to accomplish a significant social change. (See Toynbee.) Four
generations to go from the top to the bottom of a cycle (a rout), and four generations to
reach a peak again (a rally). If the average generation is 33.375 years (Not unreasonable
since a generation is often taken to be 30 years.) then eight generations would total to 267
years—the value of T.
Numerous authors, including Toynbee, have pointed out the existence of long
term social trends lasting generations. Evidence exists for three generation social effects
in nationality, religion and class changes. Toynbee, and others, have suggested that a
four-generation interval may be required to effect a change in international politics. It
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appears that a four-generation pattern of routs and rallies applies to civilizations as well.
The initial period of growth is four generations. The “strain” of this growth causes a
breakdown and brings on a rout that lasts for four generations followed by a rally for four
generations and so on.
To corroborate the hypothesis that the 267 year period is based on a long-term
social feature of mankind we have applied our theory to the only large, well documented,
long lifetime, largely non-governmental, social organization—the Roman Catholic
Church. We find the S curve of the Church matches the Church’s historical events in
detail in the past 1500 years of Church history. The theory thus appears to apply to large,
long-lived human societies in general.
The ultimate origin of the four-generation interval for routs and rallies may well
lie in some subtle evolutionary advantage in early human societies due to environmental
(possibly weather) cycles.
Environmental Catastrophes and Civilizations
We are able to simulate the effects of a major sudden environmental catastrophe
such as the 1645 BC Theran volcanic eruption on Minoan civilization using a delta-
function force:
    mC′′ + rC′ + sC = – f δ(t + 1645) (19)
The societal level of Minoan civilization plunged after this massive eruption. The theory
could be extended to apply to long term environmental effects such as global warming
using an appropriate external force.
Technical Progress as a Driving Force for Civilization
Technical progress has had a profound effect on civilizations in the past 200
years. We find that we can simulate the effects of technology using dynamical equations
with a decreasing exponential technological driving force. We chose this form for the
force because the effect of technology on the societal level of a civilization should be
more pronounced in the earlier stages of the civilization’s technological development
then in the latter stages. The rationale behind this observation is the decreasing benefits
of a rising technology level for a civilization’s societal level. After a certain point the
benefits of technology do not improve the societal level of a civilization significantly
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(although they may strongly affect its technical level). (The possibility of major technical
advances that profoundly affect a civilization does exist.) The technological driving
force:
Ftech = α e–β(t – t0) θ(t – t0)  (20)
where α is a constant, t0 is the beginning of the technological effects, and θ(t – t0) is a step
function generates a technological contribution to S:
Stech = g[ 1 – e–β(t – t0)]θ(t – t0)  (21)
The technological contribution approaches a constant as time increases. After a time the
net contribution to the societal level by technology will become constant as living
standards become satisfactory, and technological basis of the peace and security of the
civilization is established.
Barbarians and Civilizations
We have extended our theory to apply to the interaction of a barbarian society
with a civilization. Contact with a civilization can raise the barbarians during a period of
hundreds of years to the level of the civilization. Using a dynamical equation such as:
mCb′′ + rCb′ + sCb =  γ Sc(t) θ(t – t0)θ(t1 – t) (22)
(where Cb is the change in the barbarian societal level, γ is a constant, t0 is the beginning
and t1 is the end point of the interaction, and Sc is the societal level of the civilization) we
were able to successfully correlate historical events with the barbarian’s societal curve in
the case of the German tribes and the Roman Empire as shown in Fig. 12. We set t0 = 113
BC the date the Cimbri and Teutones defeated a Roman army at Noreia and t1 = 378 AD
the date the Visigoths conquered Rome. The barbarian culture shows an initial period of
rapid growth followed by a pause that probably represents a backlash of the civilization
to the growing power of the barbarians. In history this backlash corresponds to the
appearance of a strong Roman military presence. Afterwards as Roman military power
again declined the barbarians resumed growth. They appropriated Roman land as well as
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military and social values. Eventually the barbarian culture rose to the level of the
disintegrating Hellenic civilization.
We conclude that our theory can accurately represent the interaction of a
barbarian culture with a civilization. A more complete theory (similar to the theory of
two interacting civilizations discussed next) would include the back reaction of the
barbarians on the civilization as their societal level grows.
Fig. 12. The effects of interaction on the societal levels of the Germanic tribes and
Hellenic civilization.
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We have also successfully developed a dynamical theory of the interactions
between two civilizations using coupled integro-differential dynamical equations such as:
mC1′′ + rC1′ + sC1 = γ (S2(t) – S1(t)) θ(t – t0) (23)
and
mC2′′ + rC2′ + sC2 = γ (S1(t) – S2(t)) θ(t – t0) (24)
where γ is a constant and t0 is the time at which the civilizations start interacting.
The societal levels of the civilizations will approach each other over a period of
hundreds of years with the higher civilization declining and the lower rising
generally. An example of an interaction between civilizations is the interaction
between Hellenic and Egyptaic civilization. The following figure shows a typical
pattern of a convergence of societal levels.
Fig. 13. Close up of Hellenic - Egyptaic interaction. Egyptaic civilization in this period
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A Quantitative Definition of Progress
In the last six thousand years of human history many civilizations have grown
and disintegrated. Yet we all tend to believe in progress. We can define a measure of
progress P(t) within the present framework of civilizations as the sum of the societal
levels Si(t) of all civilizations:
P(t) = Σ Si(t) (25)
           i
Fig. 14 shows P(t) as a function of time and displays the contributions of each civilization
to the sum. (The vertical order of the display of the civilizations has no particular
meaning.) We have avoided double counting issues using sharp cutoffs in Sumeric-
Babylonian civilization at 200 BC and Egyptaic civilization at 500 AD. All civilizations
are included except abortive civilizations such as the Eskimos and Vikings.
Surprisingly the cumulative growth of P(t) with time is well approximated by a
straight line:
P(t) = 357 + 0.1265t (26)
suggesting hope for mankind’s future.
A Model of World History
The theory of civilizations raises the possibility of a model for world history. The
inputs to the model would include the theory of civilizations, the initial locations of the
first generation civilizations, a model of population growth, and a model of the changing
weather patterns in Central Asia that influenced nomadic migrations and the effect these
weather patterns on nomadic migrations. A model of this sort could be done as a
computer simulation in a way analogous to attempts at weather simulation.
If successful the model could be extrapolated into the future (taking account of
global warming and other current effects) and may provide some interesting insights into
the future of mankind.
A Micro Theory of Civilizations
The theory of civilizations that we have developed can be called a macro theory
since it describes civilizations “in the large.” A micro theory of civilizations should exist
(complex as it might be) that should have the present theory as its “big picture” limit.
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Fig. 14. The progress generated by all known, non-abortive civilizations with
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